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Abstract
Notwithstanding its defining feature of normative pluralism, the socialist state of Vietnam basically adopts a legal centralist approach to regulation. The judiciary is arguably the most illustrative of this approach, since it is the main forum where legal centralism encounters normative pluralism. Our research examines the choice of norms in judicial adjudication in Vietnam to check the effectiveness of its legal centralist approach. It finds that, despite lacking institutional support, judges managed to apply customary norms at their discretion against the state’s emphasis on top-down legal rules. A legitimacy-based analysis explains this phenomenon. It points out that judges conceptualized their legitimacy under the influence of both legal and extra-legal rules, thus making it apart from the legality. Judges attempt to bridge the gap between legitimacy and legality enabled de facto normative pluralism. In looking at the influence of customary norms over judicial adjudication, the article aims to make both theoretical and practical contributions. Theoretically, it enriches the scholarship of normative pluralism by showing how legitimacy-building keeps normative pluralism effective, irrespective of the dominating legal centralism. Practically, it proffers insightful implications for the ongoing court reforms in Vietnam based upon the findings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Notwithstanding its defining feature of normative pluralism, the socialist state of Vietnam basically adopts a legal centralist approach to regulation. The judiciary is arguably the most
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1. This article adopts the concept of normative pluralism defined by John Griffiths as “that state of affairs, for any social field, in which behaviour pursuant to more than one legal order occurs.” It should be noted that Griffiths originally used the term “legal pluralism” but later replaced it with “normative pluralism.” See Griffiths (1986) p. 2; Griffiths (2006), pp. 63–4.

2. Legal centralism puts state laws at the supremacy and only accepts customary norms as a supplementary source of norms to the law of the state. See Galligan (2007), pp. 173–4.
illustrative of this approach, since it is the main forum where legal centralism encounters normative pluralism. Litigants bring to courts different arguments, informed by their own understandings of norms, which include not only legal, but also extra-legal, norms. However, the legal centralist approach adopted in the Vietnamese regulatory system does not support customary-norm application. It requires judges to adhere to the state law and develops necessary institutional constraints to ensure this requirement.3

In contrast to this supposition, there is evidence that judges in practice choose between norms rather than sticking to the state law.4 Two questions are posed regarding this de facto normative pluralism: (1) how do judges choose between norms brought to judicial jurisdiction and (2) what are the underlying forces driving this choice? To answer these questions, this research examines the practice of judicial adjudication in north-western Vietnam to find out how judges select norms from plural sources contrary to the government’s attempts to instil a top-down rule by law. It also looks for the mechanisms influencing judges’ choice of norms.

Prominent authors including Gillespie and Nicholson consider the mechanisms driving judicial adjudication in Vietnam by examining the external and internal factors influencing judicial power, focusing on the impact over judges’ independence and impartiality.5 This article enriches the literature by pre-supposing a context in which political intervention and corruption are minimized to further highlight the internal forces influencing judicial discretion. As we shall see, the features of the case-studies support this presupposition.

Joining the normative pluralism camp, this article provides a counter-account to the legal centralist line to argue that judges in adjudication exercise some discretion to choose between social norms6 and state laws. It also points out how the desire to build legitimacy shapes the choice that judges made with respect to applicable norms.7

The article unfolds as follows. Section 1 draws on the methodological approach to the research. Section 2 introduces the legal centralist approach adopted by the socialist state of Vietnam against the background of normative pluralism. Section 3 describes the data to compare and contrast judges’ choice of norms with the government’s top-down approach. Section 4 conducts a legitimacy-based analysis to shed light on the mechanism influencing judges’ choice of norms. The article concludes with its key findings and certain implications for the ongoing court reforms in Vietnam.

2. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

This part draws on the analytical framework and the data-collection methods of this research.

3. How the socialist state embraces legal centralism will be further discussed in Section 2 of this article.
6. Academically, social norms are defined as the “informal, decentralized systems of consensus and cooperation.” This suggests that social norms encompass all kinds of norms other than the state laws. See Mahoney & Sanchirico (2001).
7. Arguably, one of the most intriguing issues of normative pluralism is how norms of different sources interact to order a society. See e.g. Tsuneki & Zasu (2010); Posner (2007); Lin (1999).
2.1 Legitimacy as an Analytical Approach

This research conducts a legitimacy-based analysis to shed light on the mechanism influencing judges’ choice of norms.

As far as the issue of choice is concerned, some possible analytical frameworks have been put forth. For example, law and economic theories subject the choice of norms to cost-and-benefit considerations. This rational-choice perspective emphasizes the economic calculations in driving judges’ decisions, and consequently downplays non-economic pursuits. This is an inadequate approach to understanding judges’ thinking, for their job is generally admired in most societies as guarding the justice. As later pointed out, while pragmatic consideration significantly influenced judges’ decisions, cognitive and normative values were equally important in this respect.

There are efforts to remedy this bias of the economic analysis of law. For example, in their work “A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics,” Christine Jolls, Cass R. Sunstein, and Richard Thaler suggest that, in order to develop a more accurate explanation of people’s behaviours with respect to law, law and economics should take into consideration limits to people’s rationality, willpower, and self-interest. These limits, as suggested by the authors, include, for example, fairness behaviour, self-serving bias, over-optimism, loss aversion, etc. They, unfortunately, fail to cover more varied non-economic factors affecting people’s choice. The framework, as criticized by one of the key proponents of the rational-choice approach, should be better described as a “psychological analysis of law” that hardly advances the law and economic arguments.

For the above reasons, a broader framework that allows considering different factors influencing judges’ choice of norms is required. Such a framework should include both economic and non-economic factors to develop a comprehensive insight into the mechanism in which judges’ choice of norms is driven. It also needs to allow weighing the influence of these factors over the actual choice. An analytical framework developed upon Weber’s sociological concept of legitimacy accommodates this theoretical requirement.

Legitimacy in Weber’s theory is identified as the justification of authority, which ensures the rulers’ influence over their subordinate without always resorting to costly coercion. This is echoed by Tom Tyler, who asserts that one of the elements securing people’s obedience is the legitimacy of the authority. While Weber sees the typical expression of his

---

9. See e.g. Wendel (2002); Mahoney & Sanchirico, supra note 6; Posner, supra note 7.
10. See e.g. McLachlin (2001); Segall (2012).
14. This article adopts the sociological view of legitimacy, which assesses the legitimacy of an institution through the attitudes and reaction of the relevant audience. It is to be distinguished from the normative view, judging the legitimacy of an institution by what it ought to do. On the distinction of sociological legitimacy and normative legitimacy, see Gibson & Nelson (2014), p. 1. For further discussion on sociological legitimacy, see Wells (2007); on normative legitimacy, see Fallon (2005).
explication in the bureaucracy, his concept of legitimacy is particularly relevant to court. It gives rise to an extensive literature, which develops insights into court’s basis of authority, including courts at national, supranational, and international levels. Authors such as Tyler and Sevier focus on how courts gain legitimacy, seen especially through the public support and acceptance, coined as popular legitimacy.

This article is based upon Weber’s proposition that the one in power appeals to their audience for legitimation to understand how such legitimacy-building drives judges’ decisions. Ascribing this legitimacy-building to judges’ choice incorporates the pragmatic consideration devised by the rational-choice theories, because legitimacy in this way accommodates judges’ practical needs for recognition and influence. At the same time, it allows evaluating the impact of non-economic factors such as normative and cognitive values, thus offering a more comprehensive view on the subject matter.

This article, however, departs from Weber’s legal positivist thesis to understand judges’ context-based legitimacy-building in the socialist regulatory system. According to Weber, the audience evaluates the validity of a power upon three principles of rational norms, tradition and/or charisma, or the “combination, mixtures, adaptations, or modifications of these” from time to time. This suggests that the one in power just needs to resort to the above for legitimation. With respect to courts, this positivist view fuels discussions on to what extent substantive justice and procedural justice act as criteria to assess judicial legitimacy. This approach does not work well in a context of normative pluralism, where legitimacy is inevitably constructed through relevant agents’ own reflection of conflicting norms. Adopting the legal constructionism, this article acknowledges that people’s interpretation of norms significantly informs their perception of judicial adjudication. This perception in turn informs judges’ consideration in building their legitimacy.

The Vietnamese court organizational and operational features also determine the structure of its audience. In Vietnam, the courts are institutionally positioned between ordinary people who are subject to their judicial adjudication and the state who subjects the judiciary to its surveillance and administration, including judge appointment. This creates two key groups of audience for the court, requiring them to appeal to both for legitimation. Investigating how judges seek legitimation from both groups is necessary to reveal the motivations driving judges’ decisions, including their choice of norms.

---

21. Tyler & Sevier, supra note 20; Yoo, supra note 20.
25. See especially Tyler, supra note 17; Tyler & Sevier, supra note 20; Ruibal (2010); Bottoms & Tankebe (2012); Baird (2001).
26. For example, Sida Liu has explored how the lower court in China encounters conflicting legitimacy given the normative pluralism context. See Liu (2006).
27. See Section 2 of this article for further information.
2.2 Methods to Collect Data

In order to gain a profound understanding of how judges choose between norms and what drives their choice, this research relies upon the fieldwork conducted from October 2016 to July 2017 in the three provinces of Lai Chau, Lao Cai, and Son La in the north-western mountainous area of Vietnam. The north-western mountainous area is chosen because it is the home of numerous Vietnamese ethnic-minority groups who still live in their own communities and are separated by the remote and divided geographical condition. This isolation keeps the customary norms of the ethnic minorities effective and thus provides an ideal context to investigate the interaction between the state laws and indigenous norms.

Most of the data for this research were collected from semi-structured interviews with judges. As written judgments in the archives rarely state any customary norms, our case-studies are basically based upon judges’ restatements. We had support from the court administration to contact judges who were experienced in hearing cases involving ethnic-minority people. In practice, we conducted five individual interviews and three group interviews. The five individual interviews include three on 10 October 2016 with three judges from Lai Chau province, one on 13 December 2016 with a judge from Son La province, and one on 3 July 2017 with a judge from Lao Cai province. We also organized three group interviews with 30 judges from provincial and district courts in Lai Chau, Son La, and Lao Cai on 13 October 2016, 16 December 2016, and 4 July 2017, respectively. At the interviews, we asked judges whether they had adjudicated cases relating to customary norms; what the norms involved were; what their decisions were; and what their considerations with respect to norm application were.

These data are supplemented by interviews with provincial cadres whose jobs are related to ethnic-minority groups, cadres of the commune people’s committees, legal officers, villagers, and two Supreme Court clerks. These supplementary data provide further understanding of the types of court cases involving ethnic-minority people and also the background in which these cases were adjudicated. In all villages we visited, villagers reported no cases brought to the court. Most disputes were settled at the village level or, if more serious, could be escalated to the commune level for settlement and were settled there. The court cases regarding ethnic people shared by interviewed judges were basically those involving elements that made court procedure compulsory, such as divorce cases or criminal-related cases. It can be inferred that most ethnic-minority people did not initiate a
court case at will, suggesting the modest popularity of the court procedure within ethnic-minority groups.

I also conducted an archival search of relevant legal documents and government reports. This archival search provides more details about the context in which court adjudication took place, supporting the fieldwork data.

Focusing on court cases whose litigants were ethnic people living in the remote areas, the research pre-supposes special circumstances for adjudication practices. Those people largely maintained their traditional style of living, which was closer to nature and unlike many Kinh practices, including the court system. They simply had no idea of bribery, which basically excluded the possibility of corruption. The examined cases related to small disputes arising from their daily activities. They neither connected to any kinds of group interests nor were politically sensitive, thus minimizing the influence of political intervention that might corrupt judges’ impartiality. This helped isolate the mechanism influencing judges’ decisions in a condition almost free of corruption and political intervention.

3. THE SOCIALIST REGULATORY CONTEXT: LEGAL CENTRALISM VERSUS NORMATIVE PLURALISM

This section briefly introduces the state of normative pluralism in Vietnam to contrast it with the state’s legal centralist approach. It sets the background for an inquiry into the actual impact of different sets of norms on judicial adjudication, which is considered in the following section.

3.1 Legal Centralism versus Normative Pluralism in Vietnam: A General View

Normative pluralism is a defining feature of Southeast Asia and Vietnam is not an exception. Sharing the regional features of ethnic, religious and cultural diversity, a long history of colonialism, and constant reception of global commercial practices, the country is home to multiple sources of co-existing norms intervening in its society in addition to the state law. Its 90 million population is composed of 54 ethnic groups, each of which has long history of self-regulation. The moral values, imbedded with Confucian ideas, have had a long-lasting influence in the country over centuries. The closed organization of the Vietnamese old-village system cemented the role of village conventions (known as

36. The Kinh, also known as Viet, is the majority ethnic group of Vietnam. It accounts for 86.83% of the population according to the result of the National General Survey on Population and Housing in 2009. The Kinh also dominates the country’s economic and political system.

37. The influence of corruption and political intervention over court adjudication in Vietnam is covered by a number of scholars. See e.g. Gillespie, supra note 5; Nicholson, supra note 5; Quinn, supra note 5.


40. Information on the 54 ethnic groups of Vietnam can be seen in the official website of the Committee for Ethnic Minorities Affairs at Committee for Ethnic Minorities Affairs; see Cema (2016).

41. The Vietnamese literature has extensively drawn on the existence of tribal norms of the 54 ethnic communities of Vietnam. But see Ngô Đức Thịnh, supra note 28. For the norms emerging from the northern mountainous area, see Nguyên Văn Trong, et al. (2012).

42. Whitmore (1994).
“Huong uoc”) that co-existed and sometimes competed with the law of the royal court.43 The colonial history put more layers on the already diverse system of norms and made it more complicated with the debated policies toward both the royal court law and customary rules.44 Extant scholarship reveals the reluctant recognition of normative pluralism in Vietnam. Back to the fifteenth century, Emperor Le Thanh Tong (1460–97) issued an order discouraging the development of new rules at the village level. The order, however, still allowed villages with peculiar customs and tradition to establish their village convention subject to a mandarin’s approval.45 The Le Code of 1483 stipulated that the rules of the highland areas should be applied to conflicts among highlanders.46 This recognition continued until the French colonialism, which initially rejected the village’s self-regulatory system but later endorsed it.47 Toward the end of their domination, the French even established the customary court to apply customary laws and settle disputes between highlanders.48

The socialist state,49 strongly influenced by Soviet legal thinking,50 embarks on a legal centralist approach to its regulation. For decades from 1945 to 1993, it abandoned customary norms in social administration.51 Nevertheless, in the 1990s, it shifted its position by declaring to recognize customary norms.52 This, however, did not secure a better status for customary norms in practice, given the fact that this recognition was made through a legal centralist lens.53 Customary norms were subordinated to state law and could only be accepted upon satisfying two requirements: (1) there is no legal rule to regulate the relevant undertaking and (2) the applicable customary norm must be consistent with the state law.54 The above pre-conditions subordinate customary norms to the state law and simultaneously narrow their regulatory space. With the state’s attempt to develop a comprehensive legal system to cover loopholes in the state regulation,55 there is little room left for customary norms. As remarked by some interviewed judges: “The system of state law has extensively covered social issues. We can hardly find an area without state regulation.”56 Moreover, the other requirement that customary norms must comply with the basic principles of the Civil Code discourages judges to take up customary norms, given the likeliness of being involved in a controversy about whether a customary norm is legally compliant. As stated by a judge:

43. Village convention (or Huong uoc, as it is called in Vietnamese) is a set of customary rules compiled and approved by each village to be applied within that village. See Bùi Xuân Định (1985).
45. Đào Trí Úc (2003). The feudal states in fact failed to control village conventions. This practice was seen in the widely known proverb “Phép vua thua lệ làng” (“Inside the village, the king’s law bows to the village rules”).
47. Baugher, supra note 44, p. 8.
49. The socialist state ascended to power in Vietnam after the August Revolution in 1945 and established its effective control all over the country after its victory over the Southern Republic State in 1975.
50. Bùi, supra note 4, p. 20.
53. Galligan, supra note 2.
56. This remark was made by most of judges attending the group interviews in Lai Chau, Son La, and Lao Cai.
There are no criteria on how a customary norm is compliant with the basic principles of the Civil Code, thus judges have difficulties in determining whether a customary norm is acceptable.\textsuperscript{57} The party-state’s promotion of customary norms did not achieve a better situation for them. In parallel with its recognition of customary norms, from the 1990s, the state launched a programme to resume the traditional Huong uoc.\textsuperscript{58} For the new development, local authorities nationwide were instructed to support villagers to develop the modern Huong uoc.\textsuperscript{59} Notably, they had to follow a strict screening process to ensure the Huong uoc complied with the state law.\textsuperscript{60} Being under the pressure to ensure this compliance, the state cadres in charge of monitoring this process adopted a safe solution by putting only state and state-endorsed rules in the Huong uoc template. As a result, the Huong uoc is a set of state-designed rules rather than a collection of village norms\textsuperscript{61} and many of them are almost identical.\textsuperscript{62} This situation is unfortunate for real customary norms because judges have now become even more reluctant to apply the norms not being stated in the Huong uoc.\textsuperscript{63} The domination of legal centralism is consolidated by the legal education system that all judges have experienced. All legal textbooks teach that the principle of socialist legality is one of the tenets of the socialist legal system. To respect this principle, customary rules are accepted only when they are consistent with the state law.\textsuperscript{64} This illustrates the official viewpoint that there are no extra-legal rules valid without state acceptance. The mainstream literature follows the same line. It puts the state law at the supreme position to decide which norms are to be accepted and which are to be declined. This approach is reflected in a general bifurcated view, which sees the diversity of norms in Vietnam as a collection of either good/suitable ones to be recognized by the state or bad/unsuitable ones to be abolished.\textsuperscript{65}

\subsection{3.2 The Court Institutional Design: Embracing Legal Centralism}

The court institutional design consistently adopts the legal centralist approach and puts more constraints on judges’ norm application. With respect to applicable rules, judges in theory can apply customary rules to supplement the state law, as stipulated by the Civil Code.\textsuperscript{66} However, a decision to apply a customary norm is most likely to be questioned on its

\textsuperscript{57} This was stated by a judge attending our group interview in Son La.
\textsuperscript{58} Ministry of Justice of Vietnam, supra note 51. Also see Bùi (2013).
\textsuperscript{61} Interview with an official from the Ministry of Justice on 17 August 2017.
\textsuperscript{62} Some copies of Huong uoc of different villages collected during the field trips are now on file with the author.
\textsuperscript{63} A judge attending the individual interview in Lai Chau revealed that, if she could not apply a customary norm, she might explain that it was not stated in the Huong uoc.
\textsuperscript{64} See e.g. Hanoi Law University (2013); Ho chimpan Academy of Politics and Public Administration (2008), pp. 196–96.
\textsuperscript{65} See e.g. Ngô Huy Cường (2010); Bùi, supra note 58; Dỗ Quang Hùng (2008); Lê Minh Thông (2008).
\textsuperscript{66} See Section 2 of this article.
identification. This happens even before the above-mentioned requirements of legal loopholes and legal compliance can be considered.67 Such a question operates as a real deterrence of customary-norm application, since its answer is indeterminate and depends largely on the appellate/cassation court judges’ personal opinions. The fact that nearly all judgments recognizing customary norms have been corrected or cancelled by appellate or cassation courts, mostly in terms of the identification of the applied customary norms,68 confirms this obstacle. A case told by a Supreme Court clerk further illustrates this problem. The case involved an unregistered adoption. This adoption was not compliant with the Law on Marriage and Family of Vietnam, which requires all adoptions to be registered with the authority to be valid.69 However, the judge still recognized it “according to the local custom.”70 The judgment was brought to the Supreme Court. The clerk, in her capacity as an assistant to the justice in charge, proposed accepting the local custom. The justice, in response, questioned her: “Ai báo?" (which means “Who told that it was a local custom?”).71 This suspicion prompted his decision to fail the local judgment.

Judges’ limited competence also bars them from adopting customary norms. In adjudication, judges are supposed to apply the law mechanically.72 The power to interpret laws is exclusively delegated to the National Assembly’s Standing Committee.73 Being deprived of the power to interpret laws, judges cannot give meaning to legal provisions. Their adjudicating work, thus, basically means applying the right provisions to particular situations. Certain authors assert that judges in Vietnam exercise some degree of legal interpretation. However, what they contend to be judges’ interpretation is simply syllogism-based inference,74 not that of explaining the meaning of the legal provisions or developing legal reasoning.75 Without the power to interpret laws, judges have little authority to justify their position in the controversy of whether a customary-norm application is valid. This makes their decision more vulnerable to the higher courts’ discretion.

67. The two interviewed clerks working for the People’s Supreme Court confirmed these challenges.

68. The most prominent case is possibly the one heard at the court of the first instance of Long Dat District, Ba Ria-Vung Tau province. In this case, Ms Chiem Thi My Loan sued Mr La Van Thanh to reclaim her priority over a fishing area 19 hours off the Vung Tau shore of Ba Ria-Vung Tau province. The first-instance court found that, according to the local custom, one deserting the fishing area for three months or longer will lose the priority to fish there. The court relied on this custom to reject the plaintiff’s claim. The appellate court did not accept the custom. It overturned the decision by the court of first instance and asked Mr Thanh to return the fishing area to Ms Loan. Then, at the cassation session, the Supreme Court held that the custom was valid. It abolished the decision of the appellate court to uphold the judgment of the court of first instance. The fact that the case had to undergo many levels of trial indicates the complexity of applying customary norms in the court. See the C Assation Decision No. 93/GDDT-DS by the Civil Tribunal of the Supreme Court dated 27 May 2002. In addition, this case also attracts the most earnest scholarly debate. See a brief of different views on this case in Ngô Huy Cường, supra note 65.

69. The Law on Marriage and Family of 1986 of Vietnam replaced the Law on Marriage and Family of 1959 and started to outlaw unregistered marriages by its Art. 11. This is reasserted in the subsequent Laws on Marriage and Family of 2000 and 2014.

70. This is the translation of the words that the judge used in his judgment, as restated by the interviewee.

71. The interview was conducted on the 15 November 2016.

72. Authors also argue that, in practice, some formalism of legal interpretation by the court is accepted. This is done through the Supreme Court promulgating resolutions of the committee of Supreme Court Justices and issuing official letters to local courts. It is by no means the interpretation of law made by judges in particular circumstances. See more in Võ Trí Hảo (2003).


75. For the lack of legal reasoning in Vietnamese court, see Gillespie, supra note 5; Bùi, supra note 4, p. 116.
The judge-appointment system and their limited tenure further prevent judges from embracing customary norms. In Vietnam, judges’ careers are developed within a virtually closed system. Most judges in Vietnam are chosen from the court’s employees. A typical path to becoming a judge is to start as a court clerk. After at least four years’ working under a judge’s supervision and completing some designed training courses, a clerk would be eligible for judge selection.\(^{76}\) The judge-selection council would select a list of candidates and submit it to the President of State for appointment.\(^{77}\) In practice, it takes much longer than four years for court clerks to become judges.\(^{78}\) This career path does not bring judges diversified working experience, and thus offers them little chance of changing to another career. This makes remaining in office even more vital for a judge.

The judicial system also adopts the limited tenure as an instrument to check judges’ performance. In Vietnam, judges’ terms of office are set for five years.\(^{79}\) They have to keep the rate of abolished judgment low to be reappointed. The court’s internal regulation stipulates that a judge having 1.5% of their judgments abolished will not be considered for any praise of the year. If the abolishment rate reaches 3% during a term, the judge will be postponed for reappointment.\(^{80}\)

Being subject to limited tenure and a strict appointment and reappointment system further stresses the importance of the safety of judges’ careers. This discourages them from adopting a customary norm, given the high risk mentioned above.

In brief, while Vietnam features normative pluralism, the socialist regulatory system of Vietnam strictly binds judges with the state law. In the following section, we consider how judges actually chose between norms out of this context.

4. JUDGES’ CHOICE OF NORMS IN THE COURTROOM: MOVING BEYOND THE INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

Our examination of court practice in Lai Chau, Lao Cai, and Son La provinces shows that judges in practice exercised discretion in selecting norms. This part presents the selected case-studies to illustrate how this happened.

In their official words, judges unanimously claimed their strict adherence to state law. Most interviewed judges asserted that they had never applied customary norms in their judgments. Many said that they preferred applying the legal rules in fear of the obvious risks associated with upholding customary norms. However, in contrast to this representation, interviews with judges revealed both cases of customary-norm endorsement and customary-norm rejection. This section provides examples of both types of treatments, which later facilitate the analysis on the mechanism influencing the judicial process.

\(^{76}\) The new law that took effect on 1 June 2015 increases it to five years and adds a qualifying examination as a prerequisite for judge selection. See Arts 67, 71, and 74 of the Law on the People’s Court Organisation 2014.

\(^{77}\) Arts 20–31 of the Ordinance on Judges and People’s Assessors 2002.

\(^{78}\) The time for a clerk to become a judge varies in particular cases. According to some judges, it takes from seven years to 15 years or even more. Many work as court clerks until retirement.

\(^{79}\) From 2015, the first term of office remains five years, while the subsequent terms (if reappointed) have been increased to ten years. See Arts 67, 71, and 74 of the Law on the People’s Court Organisation 2014.

\(^{80}\) Interviews with two clerks from the People’s Supreme Court on 15 November 2016, 17 July 2017, and second interviews on 14 July 2018.
4.1 Customary Norms Were Accepted in the Courtroom

4.1.1 Case 1: Relying on a Customary Norm to Identify the Nature of a Transaction

This case relates to a customary norm followed by H’mong people in the Tao Nung Commune of Lai Chau province. For the H’mong people living in this area, water buffalos are important production means. Thus, when one agrees to lend a buffalo to another, the borrower has to bring a chicken and spirit to the lender to express gratefulness.

A and B were living next door in the above commune. A sued B in court to reclaim the buffalo that B was keeping. A asserted that the buffalo belonged to A and that B had borrowed it from A one year before. B rejected this, asserting that B had bought the buffalo from A. The two disputants had no evidence to prove their own cases.

The judge, through investigation, learned about the custom applied to buffalo-borrowing in Tao Nung Commune. He then checked whether there had been such practice exercised between A and B and found that there was none. The judge relied on this finding to challenge A at an informal session, which led to A’s withdrawal of his request.

4.1.2 Case 2: Accepting the Plaintiff’s Request for “Khoan” Service Following a Customary Norm

Ethnic-minority groups such as Dao, H’mong, and Thai from north-western Vietnam have a common belief that a human-being’s soul (which they call “khoan,” with a slight modification in pronunciation from group to group) co-exists but can be separated from the physical body. This belief underpins certain kinds of long-lasting spiritual services in their communities, including the “khe khoan” (meaning: recalling soul) to restore the lost souls for those killed by accidents and the “panh khoan” (meaning: repairing soul) to repair the damaged souls for those being injured. In common language, these services are called “khoan.”

Requiring the culprit in a relevant incident to do the khoan service for the victim has long been a norm in the north-western mountainous area. This influences the claim the ethnic people brought to the state court, as demonstrated in this case.

A hit B in a traffic accident. B was injured and had to seek hospital treatment. The court had to decide on A’s civil liability in addition to criminal liability. At the court, B insisted that A had to pay him some extra money to do the khoan service apart from the hospital expenses. However, the tort law of the Civil Code, which only asked the culprit to compensate for the physical damages, did not support this requirement.

The judge ruled by splitting B’s requirements. He applied the Civil Code to order A to compensate for B’s hospital expenses in the official judgment. With respect to the claim for khoan service, at the closing of the hearing session, the judge orally required A to fulfil the khoan obligation to B. The parties later took action accordingly and there was no appeal to the higher court.

81. Following the recount by a judge attending the group interview in Lai Chau province headquarters on 13 October 2016.
82. Following the recount by a judge from a district court in Son La province attending the group interview on 16 December 2016.
83. We had shaman Lo Van Nenh from Son La province explain this belief and relating spiritual services to us in the interview on 14 December 2016. This account was confirmed by interviewed judges and villagers.
4.1.3 Case 3: Facilitating the Parties’ Negotiation on Returning a Wedding Gift

Many women from Thai ethnic families in north-western Vietnam still maintain the tradition of preparing a gift for their sons’ brides. The typical gift is a hair-bun holder that was prepared for years from the mothers’ own hair. It is believed that, if the bride later abandons the son, she will have to return the gift. This is inconsistent with the Civil Code, deeming such gift-giving a kind of gratuitous contract under which the ownership of the gift is transferred to the bride without any reservation. Judges at times encounter such inconsistency, as in the following case.

A young Thai couple divorced. At the court, the man’s family insisted on taking back the gift (the hair-bun holder) that they gave the bride at the wedding. They asserted that the gift was the treasure of the family. It was given to the bride following their ethnic custom, which also required that she return it to the husband’s family if she later abandoned her husband. The judge rendered this requirement reasonable but found no basis in the Civil Code to ratify the reclaim. He thus organized a mediation session and guided the two parties toward the outcome expected by the husband’s family. Later, the judge delivered a judgment to declare the divorce and recognized the wedding-gift return in his decision as resulting from the parties’ negotiation.

4.1.4 Case 4: A Customary Norm Served as an Excuse for a Minor Crime

One of the customs exercised in many villages in north-western Vietnam is that garden-owners can kill livestock damaging their garden.

Following this custom, a man shot dead a buffalo that was penetrating his vegetable beds. However, according to the Criminal Code, the act of destroying an asset valued at 2 million Vietnamese dongs (which was this case) constitutes the crime of destroying other people’s assets provided in Article 143 of the Criminal Code of Vietnam. The man was prosecuted under this article. The judge adjudicating this case understood that the garden-owner was guided by his village rule without being aware that it was forbidden under the state law. Following this reason, the judge was not persuaded that the garden-owner deserved a criminal charge. However, the state law did not accept local customs as mitigation for a crime. To exempt the defendant from a criminal charge, the judge cited the fact that the defendant was the chairman of the people’s committee of his commune. On the basis that charging him criminally could influence the politic of the locality, the judge decided to terminate the prosecution.

4.2 Customary Norms Were Rejected at the Court

This section describes two cases in which judges refused to apply customary norms. Besides illustrating how judges’ choice of norms can vary in practice, these examples also provide the counterparts to enable a comparison with the cases in which customary norms were accepted. This supports our latter analysis on judges’ considerations upon making their choice.

---

85. Following the recount of a judge working in a district court in Son La province attending the group interview on 16 December 2016.
86. Following the recount by a judge from Lai Chau Provincial Court attending the group interview on 13 October 2016.
87. As amended in 2009.
4.2.1  Case 5: Giving a Baby Boy to the Mother against the Ethnic Custom that Boys Go with Fathers and Girls Go with Mothers

The H’mong people in north-western Vietnam has the custom that, if parents divorce, all girls would go with mothers and all boys with fathers, irrespective of their age or economic condition. This conflicts with the state law, which provides that children under three years old shall stay under the mother’s care upon divorce.

An ethnic couple filed to divorce at the court. They had two children: a five-year-old daughter and a one-and-a-half-year-old son. At the court, the father asked to take his son and leave the daughter with the mother. The mother respected it following the custom of their ethnic group.

The judge believed that the custom reflected a kind of backward perception and did not suit young babies’ interests. At the hearing, he opined that it was in the best interest of the baby son to be looked after by his mother. He cited Article 92 of the Law on Marriage and Family 2000 to rule that the son had to stay with the mother. The father broke out crying at this decision. Witnessing the father’s reaction, the judge comforted him by explaining that the baby was still his son and persuaded him to agree to the judgment for his son’s best interests.

4.2.2  Case 6: Rejecting the Custom-Based Claim of Ownership over Deserted Land

A number of tribes in north-western Vietnam, including the Red Dao, used to exercise shifting cultivation. By this production mode, they slashed and burned vegetation and cultivated the land until the soil turned barren. They then moved to another place and would return to re-cultivate their deserted land when it became vegetated again. This practice generated a custom that recognizes the ownership of the first cultivators, no matter how long they have abandoned the land for.

In this case, a man deserted a land plot after a few years of cultivation. Another person occupied the land afterward and was cultivating on it when the local authority inspected the land. He was then issued the land-use right certificate. After several years, the previous cultivator returned and cited the Red Dao rule of first cultivators to sue to court to claim his ownership over that land.

The judge rejected the plaintiff’s claim on the ground that the land plot was lawfully allocated to another person. To raise the plaintiff’s awareness, the judge explained how differently the state law regulated the issue compared to the customary norm and also explained that they had to obey the state law.

The above cases prove that norms adopted by judges were case-dependent. Such a variety of choice indicates that judges in practice moved beyond the institutional constraints to

---

88. Following a recount by a judge from a district court in Lai Chau province attending the group interview on 13 October 2016.
89. Art. 92(2) of the Law on Marriage and Family of 2000. This law has now been replaced by the Law on Marriage and Family of 2014.
90. As shared by the judge ruling this case in the interview on 13 October 2016.
91. Following the recount of a judge from provincial court in Lai Chau province attending the group interview on 13 October 2016.
92. According to Vietnamese Constitution, all land belongs to the ownership of the entire people. Thus, individuals can only have the land-use rights.
secure their discretion in adjudication. In the following section, we look into the forces driving this varied treatment.

5. UNDERSTANDING JUDGES’ CHOICE OF NORMS: SEARCHING FOR LEGITIMACY IN A SOCIALIST REGULATORY CONTEXT

This section conducts a legitimacy-based analysis to understand the forces driving judges’ choice of norms. Starting from Weber’s concept of legitimacy, it points out that judges shaped their legitimation upon the state’s recognition and people’s expectations. Pursuing the two-aspect legitimacy motivated judges to move beyond the institutional constraints to embrace customary norms.

Seeking recognition from the state constitutes the first aspect of the court legitimacy. In the socialist system, it is essential for judges first and foremost because judges are not judges without the state’s recognition. The state not only appoints judges, but also assesses their performance and decides their reappointment after a limited tenure.93 The judges in our survey were keenly aware of this. Many of them expressed the concern that, if they had their decisions abolished, they might not be considered for reappointment.

The awareness of the significance of state recognition makes it compelling for judges to relate their norm choice to how the state would perceive such a choice. Under the impact of legal centralism, this aspect of legitimacy also means the legality in a narrow sense, which requires a strict adherence to legal rules. The desire to pursue this first aspect of legitimacy explains judges’ representation that they must stick to the state law. Through interviews, judges reiterated that they had to adhere to the state law to secure state recognition, in addition to mentioning that they must protect the principle of socialist legality. Many of them asserted that applying state law minimized the risk of having their decisions abolished. They also expressed their concern about how endorsing customary norms might adversely affect the safety of their career. In brief, the first aspect of legitimacy required judges to strictly obey the state law and at the same time discouraged them from embarking on customary norms. This handicapped their pursuit of the second aspect of legitimacy, as will be discussed below.

Unlike the first aspect of legitimacy, which coincides with legality, the second one does not. The reason is that the latter is context-based, which contrasts with the universality of the former. Our survey shows that, in order to seek acceptance from litigants and the community, judges had to consider their expectations, which were significantly custom-led. As generalized by a judge: “The ethnic people are accustomed to their ethnic norms and this makes it difficult for them to accept otherwise.”94 Other admitted: “In certain situations, the state law is not as persuasive to people as their customary norms.”95 Pursuing the second aspect of legitimacy thus required customary-norm application in certain circumstances. This, as already pointed out, could not secure the legality in its narrow sense.

There is evidence showing that certain judges even discredited their own adjudication upon being handicapped from choosing between norms. A judge attending our group interview in Son La province told of an inheritance case in which he was privately consulted

93. See the discussion on this in Section 2 of this article.
94. This was asserted by a judge attending our group interview in Son La on 16 December 2017.
95. Interviews in Lai Chau, Son La, and Lao Cai.
by a H’mong family about how the court would settle their case. In response, the judge had advised that family to negotiate for a mutual agreement themselves rather than bringing the case to court. He had explained to them that the court would have to apply the state law, not their customary norms, which neither of them wanted. The judge’s advice indicates his dissatisfaction toward the institutional setting that did not allow him to choose the norms that were deemed suitable. It also proves that he was completely aware of the risks associated with customary-norm application.

Judges, however, strongly desired to achieve this second aspect of legitimacy. The reason is that it granted them the feelings of fulfillment and of seeing the social value in their jobs, which at the same time secured public support. One of the interviewed judges shared with pride her experience that “as soon as I finished declaring the judgment, the audience burst into applause.” Another judge opined that a good decision must be the one supported by the public. The fact that the state court remained an exotic forum to ethnic people strengthened their desire to expand its social basis.

The enforceability of judicial decisions put more weight on this second aspect of legitimacy. One of the judges’ concerns when passing judgments disagreeable to the ethnic people was the possibility that they might refuse to implement them. The judge hearing Case 5 said that judges could not simply reject customary norms because the parties might ignore those decisions. In his particular case, not only the father wanted the son, but the mother also believed that the son should be given to the father. In order to make sure that the divorced couple obeyed his decision, the judge said that he had felt compelled to persuade them, especially the father, that, no matter whom the boy lived with, he would remain the son of both father and mother. The judge had even sought the village head’s support to have him further console and convince the couple. In Case 6, the judge similarly attempted to explain the state law to the plaintiff in an effort to seek his obedience to prevent him from appealing the judgment. It can be seen that seeking litigants’ and the community’s acceptance is among judges’ top concerns, which further motivates their endorsement of customary norms if possible.

The second aspect of legitimacy comes to terms with judges’ common way of justifying their judgments, which is normally shaped around a Vietnamese famous adage of “hop tinh hop lý” (“sentimentally reasonable and legally sound”). This concept, which requires judges to achieve a balance between legally based arguments and a sympathetic understanding of people’s particular contexts, is widely recognized in Vietnam and generally used to evaluate judicial adjudication. This significantly influences judges. Many of the interviewed judges stated that their judgments needed to be not only “legally sound,” but also “sentimentally

96. Interview with judge Tran Thi Hoa from Lai Chau Provincial Court on 10 October 2016.
97. This was expressed by a judge attending our group interview in Lai Chau on 13 October 2016.
98. As already mentioned, it is not common for ethnic-minority people to take an action before the court. Interviews with villagers show that they are more familiar with the village dispute-resolution system than courts, which may be regarded as the Kinh’s courts.
99. The recount was by a judge attending the group interview at Lai Chau Provincial Court head quarter on 13 October 2016.
100. “Hop tinh hop lý” is generally accepted in Vietnam and in many cases has been used to evaluate the legitimacy of the regulator’s decisions. It is also asserted by Vietnamese high-ranking legal leaders. For a detailed discussion, see Bùi, supra note 4, pp. 80, 112, 140, 157.
reasonable.” Every other judge supported this opinion. This proves that this kind of perception further consolidates judges’ wish to pursue popular legitimacy.

Judges’ representations demonstrate how the second aspect of legitimacy played a key role in motivating their customary-norm embracement. In Case 1, the involving judge explained his endorsement of the customary norm on the basis that it decided the correct owner of the cattle. In Case 2, the judge upheld the request for the *khoan* ritual in sympathy with the ethnic people who regarded it as vital to their life. As he explicated, ethnic people regarded repairing the wounded soul as an integral part of living. Without doing it, their lives could not come back to a normal state. In Case 3, the judge reasoned that the husband’s family had reasonably expected that they had been entitled to having their treasure back if their daughter-in-law had abandoned the family. They had given it to the bride based upon this expectation, thus it would not be fair if their reclaim over the gift was refused. In Case 4, the judge did not simply see the defendant’s action from the criminal law’s perspective, but took up a more sympathetic view to treat him as a victim of conflicting norms. This understanding underlay his effort to release the defendant from the criminal charge.

As the two bases for their legitimacy were not always consistent, judges were found in a self-contradictory situation. On one side, they asserted that they had to stick to the state law with a view to protecting the socialist legality. On the other side, they said that they needed to uphold customary norms to produce hợp tình hợp lý decisions. Interviews with judges showed their effort to seek an official solution to address this self-contradiction. At all our group interviews, judges petitioned that the state promulgates a list of recognized customary norms so that judges could confidently apply them. This impractical petition proves judges’ urging desire to be able to apply customary norms in a formal manner without compromising the legality.

The unavailability of a practical solution explicates a common practice that judges embraced to negotiate between the two aspects of legitimacy. That is adopting customary norms to obtain the second aspect of legitimacy and recognizing them in an implicit manner to satisfy the first aspect. This, as we can realize, is evident in Cases 1 to 4, mentioned above.

Negotiating the two aspects of legitimacy was not always possible, which was seen in judges’ refusals to accept customary norms in other cases. These cases then show how judges prioritized the first aspect of legitimacy, which satisfied the legality and thus did not harm their career safety. For example, in Case 6, the judge could not apply the customary norm implicitly, as this application would inevitably lead to the abolition of a certificate granted by another state agency. Thus, the safest solution was to recognize the status quo at the expense of the customary norm involved. This case demonstrates that, when judges failed to negotiate between state recognition and social acceptance, they would opt for the former and sacrifice the latter. This means that, of the two aspects of legitimacy, the one supported by the legality held a higher position in the hierarchy. This fact also illustrates that judges were just removed half-way from the institutional bindings.

To sum up, the search for legitimacy explains the way judges choose between norms in Vietnam’s socialist regulatory context. It demonstrates that, in a context of normative pluralism but dominated by legal centralism, the consistency between legitimacy and legality is seriously challenged. Judges’ wish to build legitimacy in this context triggers their effort to

---

101. Interviews with judges and the two Supreme Court clerks.
bridge the gap between the two. In doing so, they have to move beyond the institutional constraints to embrace customary norms and, in securing the legality, they have to hide this embracement by applying customary norms in an implicit manner. In the conclusion section of this article, we discuss the implications of these findings for the literature of normative pluralism and for the ongoing court reforms in Vietnam.

6. CONCLUSION

By drawing on the judges’ choice of norms in the north-western mountainous area of Vietnam, the research has provided a picture of how state law interacts with social norms in a socialist regulatory context. Against the background of socialist regulation, which adopted the legal centralism and relies on institutional restraints to control judicial adjudication, customary norms still influenced the courtroom. Judges, being the key agents of judicial adjudication, managed to have their choice of norms and thus allowed the effects of customary norms rather than rigidly sticking to the state law. Their appeal for legitimation from both the state and the people accounted for the attempt to exercise this discretion.

The finding of this research has transcended conventional research in normative pluralism that often sees the role of extra-legal norms in their respective fora\textsuperscript{102} or sees how the extra-legal norms take effect through the state recognition.\textsuperscript{103} Here, through the action of judges as state agents, customary norms effectively influenced the judicial adjudication without the state’s acknowledgement.

Investigation of the mechanism that impacts judges’ choice of norms indicates their effective discretion to a large extent rather than simply adhering to the regulatory system. Judges did not passively follow what the state law supposed. Rather, they developed their justification based upon their own evaluation of both legal and extra-legal norms, and pursued a result that fit this justification, even with the lack of institutional support.

The article also illustrates a context-based conceptualization of court legitimacy that challenges any effort to reach a universal pattern for court-legitimacy building. Even when the socialist state supported a universality of court legitimacy by ascribing it to legality, judges themselves adjusted it to fit the normative pluralism context. This adjustment drove their moving beyond the institutional constraints to choose the applicable norms at their discretion.

Investigating judges’ choice of norms in Vietnam’s socialist regulatory context thus has more to tell us than the kind of norms that judges choose in their adjudication. What we have seen through this choice is how judges’ pursuit of legitimacy overtakes the institutional constraints. This problematizes the legal centralist approach that currently informs court reforms in Vietnam. From this research, it is evident that the state should be more compromising in claiming the supremacy of its laws to acknowledge the role of extra-legal norms in the judicial system. A more practical scheme to utilize customary norms should be in place to promote more effective judicial reforms.

Also, as we have lifted other interfering factors (such as corruption and political interests) out of context, we see how judges’ own evaluation of norms facilitated the pursuit of better justice by customizing the concept of justice to a specific situation. Giving judges more

\textsuperscript{102} See e.g. Ellickson (1991); Engel & Engel, supra note 38.
\textsuperscript{103} Some examples are Crouch (2012); Steiner (2015).
power—especially the power to interpret law—should be regarded as an important direction for judicial reforms in Vietnam.

And, as we have tried to work in a corruption-free environment, it is practical to bring it back into consideration for more practical solutions to judicial reforms. As long as judges can get around the institutional restraints to pursue their self-legitimacy, they can similarly do it to pursue their self-interests through, for example, taking bribery. Eradicating judges’ motivation for corruption thus should be put equally, if not more emphasized, compared to structural bounds. This is an issue that invites further initiatives.
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